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Dynamic Traffic 
Assignment (DTA)
“DTA is now well heard, but still not well 
understood”
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Trip Assignment and Distribution
• What is a “trip”?
– Used in traffic studies
– Vehicle route 
– Origin to Destination
– Does not include “return trip”
• Goal is to add trips to the roadway network
– Proposed trips due to new development 
– Redistributed existing trips due to network 
change
– Combination of both
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• Traffic networks are 
not static
• Driver routes may 
vary throughout the 
hour: behavior & 
congestion
• Often are distributing 
before knowing 
capacity constraints
• Large networks 
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Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)
• Must validate/calibrate the model to existing 
data
• Uses impedance to determine desirable 
routes


















• Speed, density, and queues 
are not directly considered
• One solution
• Based on FIFO 
• No representation of individual 
lanes
• All travelers for same O-D pair 
experience same travel time
• Dynamic Assignment
• If link outflow < link inflow, 
travel time increases due to 
queues and density
• Iterative process to determine 
solution
• Not all based on FIFO
• Individual lanes are considered
• All travelers for same O-D pair 
for same departure time 










• More realistic traffic 
assignments
• Automatic assignments 
save time from manually 
assigning








• Takes time to set up and 
check the network
• Network must be 




• Best to use on large, complex networks
– City-wide modeling and planning
– Traffic management for short- or long-term 
disruptions
– Downtown traffic management and street 
configurations
– Managed lanes
– HOV or HOT lanes
– New interchange
– Tolling facilities











• Transportation Research Circular, Number 
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